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Active experimentsin the magnetosphereinclude some intended to be primarily diagnostic
(barium release, electron guns) and others designedto perturb the systemto generate instabilities (VLF or ULF wave injection from ground stations,ionosphericheating). Recently, a
schemehas been proposedwhich would modify the magnetosphereby injecting plasma near
the equator beyond the plasmapause and initiating wave-particle instabilities. The expected
effects have been examined theoretically. Injection of plasma into this region is also a naturally occurring phenomenon produced by the cross-tail electric fields which are associatedwith
geomagnetic activity. For further investigation of magnetospheric instabilities, the advantages
of examining artificially injected plasma (control of time and location of injection and of the
volume of plasma injected) contrast with the advantages of studying natural enhancements
(no extra payload, frequent occurrence). Thus, the two types of experiments are complementary. In preliminary studies of natural plasma enhancementsboth ULF and ELF emissions
have been observed. The ELF noise is consistentwith generation by the electron cyclotron
instability.

1.

INTRODUCTION

being consideredare summarizedin Table 1. These
During the 1960's the propertiesof the magneto- experimentsincludethe releaseof heavyion plasma
spherewere investigatedprimarilywith passivetech- cloudsand the injection of acceleratedchargedparmagnetic
niques,bothground-based
andon satellites.In recent ticles,as well as the injectionof electro.
years,the methodsof observation
have beenbroad- wave energy at frequenciesranging from ULF
ened to include active experimentsin which the (0.001 to 10 Hz) to HF (3 to 30 MHz). The
magnetosphere
is locally modifiedand its response chargedparticle experimentshave beenusedto meato a well-definedperturbationis examined.In this sure ambient electric fields and to verify conjugacy;
paper,we brieflydescribea numberof activeexperi- beamsof chargedparticleshave also initiated instaments which have been performed or suggested, bilities, thus providing information on dynamical
The initiation of instabilitiescan be conemphasizingthe differentways in which they con- processes.
tribute to an understandingof the magnetosphere. sideredthe principalpurposeof mostelectromagnetic
We then concentrate on the proposed light ion wave injection experiments,as well as of proposed
seedingexperiments,reviewingthe anticipatedeffects light ion plasma seedingexperiments.
2.1. Barium clouds. Plasma clouds of heavy
of plasma injection in the magnetospherebeyond
the plasmapause.
Noting that plasmainjectionbe- ions, usually barium, have been releasedboth in
yond the plasmapausecan occur naturally, pro- the ionosphere and deep in the magnetosphere
ducing substantiallysimilar phenomena,we report [Foppl et al., 1965; Haerendel et al., 1967; Haeron preliminaryobservations
in suchnaturallyoccur- endel and Liist, 1970; Brence et al., 1972]. At low
altitudes, the drift motion has been used to infer
ring plasma enhancements.
electric fields [Haerendel, 1971a; Schutz et al.,
2. BRIEF HISTORY
OF ACTIVE
EXPERIMENTS
1971] and to relate the observedelectric fields to
Active experimentswhich have been performed the dynamicsof substorms[Haerendel,1971a]. The
in the magnetosphereand the ionosphereor are developmentof striationsin the barium clouds
[Haerendel, 1971b] has demonstratedthe imporCopyright •) 1973 by the American Geophysical Union.
tance of nonlinear process•.
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TABLE 1. Active experimentsin the magnetosphereand the
ionosphere.
Principal application
Measurement

of

preexistingfields;
verification

Experiment

of

conjugacy

Perturbation

of system

Heavy ion plasma clouds
(Barium, Cesium)

Injection of accelerated
particles (shaped Ba
charges,accelerated
electrons)

X

X

1 to 10 hr would be requiredto destroydifferential
motion betweenthe injected and natural plasmas.
The barium cloud elongatedalong the directionof
the magneticfield as measuredby the HEOS-1
magnetometerand broke into striations.During the
formationof one suchstriation,the developmentof
a weak tail was observed.Using this tail to put
limits o.nthe velocityof the ambientplasmaHaerendelet al. [1971] showedthat the observedmagneticfluctuationsin the polar cap were not consistent
with either Hall

or Pedersen currents but could be

interpretedin termsof a field-alignedcurrentsystem.
2.2. Particle acceleration experiments. AccelInjection of ULF, VLF,
erated
chargedparticlesinjected along the direction
MF and HF waves
of
the
magnetic field have been used to trace field
Light ion plasma clouds in
the magnetosphere
linesover thousandsof km and to identifyconjugate
points with great accuracy. Zhulin et al. [1972]
have reviewedthe experimentsof this type. NearOne of the most ambitiousinjectionsof a barium equatorial injection of accelerated electrons aimed
cloud from a rocket was a release at 5 R• altitude
upward along the magneticfield from Hawaii [Davis
[Brence et al., 1972]. The motion of this cloud has et al., 1973] produced an artificial aurora at the
been used to infer the local magnetospheric
electric conjugate point. In analogous experimentswith
field (0.7 mv m-•) [Rieger et al., 1972] while a barium shaped-chargegenerated plasma jets, ion
simultaneousballoon flight measuredboth electric velocities of several km sec-• (to be contrastedwith
fields and X-ray intensity at the foot of the field velocitiesof approximately10 m sec-• in isotropic
line in the ionosphere[Mozer, 1972]. Thesemeasure- barium releases) made it possible to track ions
ments provided an upper limit on the flux of ener- optically fo.r 7000 km [Fu et al., 1973]. Different
getic electronsprecipitatedby the cloud. If the drift velocitieswere observedat conjugatepointsin
particle accelerationoccurred over regions greater the northern
andsouthern
hemisphere
suggesting
than several thousand km in diameter at the barium
that magneticfield lines are not always equipotencloud,lessthan 1% of the trappedflux of electrons rials [West½ott et al., 1972, 1973].
greater than 30 key was precipitated.On the other
At midlatitudes, accelerated electrons have been
hand, if the interaction region was equal to the injecteddownwardsalongthe magneticfield toward
optical dimensionof the cloud, of the order of the near conjugatepoint to produceartificialauroras
100 km, then the precipitated flux could have [Hess et al., 1971]. Pulsed electron beams reflected
equalledthe trapped flux without disagreeingwith from mirror points in both hemisphereshave been
X-ray observations.
Field linestracedby the barium studied as a controlledpopulation from which the
ionswere usedto testmagnetospheric
models[Barish behavior of naturally injected, trapped energetic
and Roederer, 1972] with resultswhich suggestthat electrons can be infered [Winckler et al., 1970].
a ring current at the magnetic equator is present In these experimen.
ts, whistler mode and other
evenfor moderatelyquiet times.Finally, the develop- plasma waves were generatedby the injected enerment of striations in the magnetosphericbarium getic electrons[Cartwright and Kellogg, 1970]. No
cloud has been interpreted in terms of a flute insta- evidencehas been found for large instabilitiesaffectbility [Haerendel et al., 1972].
ing beam propagation [Hendrickson et al., 1970]
The most distant barium release was made from
though the beam intensity decreasedafter multiple
the HEOS-1 spacecraftat 12.5 R• on March 18, reflections.
1969 [Haerendel and Liist, 1970]. At such a large
From auroral zone injection points (L - 6.5)
radial distance,where the plasma density is prob- barium shaped-chargegenerated plasma jets have
ably below 1 cm-3, the motion of the plasmacloud tracedfield linesdeepinto the magnetosphere
during
is largely independentof the motion o.f the ambient quiet and disturbedtimes [Westcottet al., 1973].
medium. In fact, Haerendel and Liist estimate that Here, too, acceleratedelectrons have been injected
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both to studyparticle behavior[Hendricksonet al.,
1973] and to probe the boundary of closedfield
lines [Hess et al., 1971].

2.3. Wave injection. Electromagneticwavesin
different frequency ranges have been beamed into
the ionosphereto investigatetransmission,
propaga-
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tion, and instabilities. In transmissionof VLF waves

(10 to 25 kHz) between conjugatepoints, pulsationshave been observedfor signalsof long duration
[Helliwell and Bell, 1971]. Signalsof lessthan 200
msec duration are not observed at the conjugate
XX•
/
/
RELEASED
BY
point [Do.wdenet al., 1973]. This finite wave train
effect is not describedby current theoreticalmodels
of whistler amplification.The observationthat VLF
signalstransmittedfrom the conjugatehemisphere Fig. 1. Schematic view of a plasma injection experiment.
(From Cornwall [1972].)
are abruptly cut off as a polar orbiter enters the
plasmaspherehas led to the suggestionthat relatively simple narrow band VLF receiverson polar energy particlesto becomeunstable.Cornwall and
orbiting satellitescould monitor the plasmapause Schulz[1973] have estimatedthat a 50 kg payload
and other density structuresin the magnetosphere will providea sufficientlylargelithium plasmacloud
and the ionosphere[Katsufrakis et al., 1973]. Pro- to produceobservableeffects,thoughthe precipitated
posalsto build large, ground-basedcurrent loops flux will increase with the dimension of the seeded
to produceULF hydromagneticwavesof observable volume.A light ion plasmais preferableto a heavy
amplitude in the ionospherehave not yet been ion plasma both becausethe payload required is
implemented
[Fraser-Smith,
1973]. Or• the other smaller and becausea light ion is necessaryfor the
hand, radar heating of the ionosphere has been proton cyclotroninstability to develop.The effects
used to produce parametric plasma instabilities anticipatedinclude enhancedwhistler-modeturbuwhose growth and saturation have been analyzed lence (VLF) and ion-cyclotron-modeturbulence
theoretically[Goldman .and DuBois, 1971].
(ULF), as well as the accompanyingprecipitation
2.4. Light ion injectio.n. The active experi- of energetic (greater than approximately20 kev)
ments which have been carried out in the past electronsfrom the outer zone of trapped radiation
demonstratethat perturbationof the magnetosphere and the precipitationof ring current protons (apis an effectiveexperimentalapproach.As a logical proximately20 key). Brice has suggested
that the
extensiono.f previousinvestigations,
light ion injec- the plasma seedingmay initiate a substorm[Brice,
tion into the outer radiation belt could significantly 1970] or speedup the recoveryphase[Brice, 1971a].
supplementpresentexperimentalmethods.The con- Light ion plasma-seeding
experimentswould, as an
sequences
of sucha plasma-seeding
experimentwere additional dividend, extend the observationsalready
first discussed
by Brice [1970, 1971a, 1971b, 1972] made with barium plasma clouds. Field-line geomand have been further exploredby Cornwall [1972] etry couldbe investigatedin suchinterestingregions
and Cornwall and Schulz, [1973]. These authors as the nighttimecusp. Plasmadiffusionrates along
have concludedthat an increasein the cold plasma and acrossfield lines could be measured and magdensity at synchronousorbit from the normal value netosphericelectricfieldsinferred.
of 1 cm-a to 3 cm-a would permit both electron
3. NATURAL
PLASMA
SEEDING
and proton cyclotroninstabilitiesto developin the
outer radiation zone as schematicallydepicted in
Light ion injection into the outer radiation zone
Figure 1. Their predictionsare basedo.nthe observa- is also a naturally occurringphenomenon.In this
tion that cyclotron resonancecan occur only for case, the plasma consistsmainly of hydrogenions
particles whose energy exceeds a resonant energy and the source of the plasma is detachmentfrom
proportional to B2/8'•rN, the magnetic energy per the outer plasmasphereby time-varying electric
particle. An enhancementof plasma densitylowers fields.The proposedeffectsof plasmaseedingshould
the minimum resonant energy permitting lower be independentof whetherthe sourceof the plasma
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is natural or artificial. Furthermore, wave and particle measurementsalready exist for such regions.
3.1. The injection mechanism. The detachment

processhasbeendescribedby Chapphil,[1972] and
we only brieflyreviewit here. Figure 2, representing
the equatorialplane,showsschematically
equipotentials along which plasma flows in the presenceof a
dawn-duskcross-tailelectric field superimposedon

DAWN

SUN
,

b

the corotation field of the earth [Kava,nagh et al.,

1968]. Inside the boundaryindicatedwith a heavy
line the streamlines

close on themselves and the

plasmadensitycan build up over many days.Outside of this boundarythe plasma is swept away to
the magnetopause.
Thus, at the boundarywhich
representsthe plasmapause
there is a sharpdecrease
in plasmadensity.Figures 3 and 4, similar schematic representations,.
indicate the effect of an
increase in the cross-tail electric field [Chappell
et al., 1971]. The boundarybetweenclosedand open
streamlines,labelled b in Figure 3, moves earth-

DUSK

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of
the formation of detached plasma:
prestorm. The plasma within contour
b

is

on

closed

streamlines

as

in

Figure 2.

wardto a position
labelled
a in Figure4 whenthe chronous
orbitthedriftvelocity
at theequator
of
cross-tail
fieldis increased.
Plasma
originally
be- sucha plasma
enhancement
is about0.1 Rs min
-•

tweenboundaries
b and a now is found on open in a field of 1 mv m-•. Plasmaenhancements
are

streamlines
and,in theafternoon
sector,
begins
to observed
tooccur
beyond
theplasmapause,
primarily
flow toward the magnetopause,
into regionsin

in the afternoon,
consistent
with thismodel.How-

whichthe plasma
density
is verylow.Nearsyn- ever,it isimportant
to recognize
thatif timevariations in the cross-tail electric field occur on time
DAWN

scalesof tens of minutes to hours, the same mech-

anism can produceisolatedpatchesof enhanced
plasma density beyond the plasmapauseon the
nightside as well.

Althoughthe plasmaof the plasmaspheric
bulge
also extends into the outer radiation zone near dusk,

SUN

12

DUSK

Fig. 2.

Equipotentials or streamlinesfor thermal plasma

we emphasizethe isolatedplasma enhancements
becausethey more nearly simulatethe conditions
for an artificiallight ion seedingexperiment.Energetic electronscan traversethe plasmabulgesufficientlyoftento producea steadystate.On the other
hand, plasma-seeding
experimentsemphasizenonequilibriumconditions.The plasma enhancements
are encounteredmainly at larger L than the average
bulgeposition[Chappell,1972] and the energetic
electron flux in this region is not in equilibrium
within the enhancedplasma. Furthermore,phenomenaobservedwithin the spatiallylimited enhancedplasmamaybe assumed
to havea localized
origin.For example,it-is probablethat waveturbulence observedin detachedplasma enhancements

in thepresence
of a cross-tail
electric
field.
Outside
the hasbeen
produced
within
theenhancements,
whereas

heavycontour,
theflowis opento themagnetopause,
the wavesobserved
in theplasmabulgemayhavepropaplasmasphere
lieswithin.FromKavanagh
et al. [1968]. gatedfrom the distantplasmasphere.
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;Fig. 4. The formation of detached
plasma: during the storm. The crosstail field has been enhanced; closed
flow lines are found within

contour

3.2. Natural or artificial seeding. Though the
phenomenawhich should occur in regionsof enhancedplasmadensitybeyondthe plasmapause
are
similar for similar conditionswhetherthe injection
mechanismbe natural or artificial,both techniques
have advantagesand disadvantages.
Artificially injectedplasmacan be placedat any desiredlocation
in the magnetosphereat a selectedtime, whereas
natural injectionoccursprimarily in the afternoon
quadrantand at randomtimes.The artificialplasma
cloudswill have small spatial dimensions,
'and such
injectionswill probablynot be numerous,largely
becauseof the payloadrequired.Naturallyoccurring
detached plasma enhancementswill have varied
spatial extension,though their sizeswill be inaccurately known. However, they can be observedwithout any extra payload, and since they occur frequently, they can be observedon many occasions.
In other words, the two types of experimentsare
complementary.
OBSERVATIONS
OF NATURAL

1039

and we report here the measurementsmade by
some of these instruments(the UCLA/JPL Search
Coil Magnetometer,the TRW Electric Field Experiment, the UCLA Energetic Electron Spectrometer,
and the UCLA Fluxgate Magnetometer) during
traversalsof someof the regionsof detachedplasma
investigatedby Chappell.
_
4.1. ELF magnetic fluctuations. The effect of
naturally occurring plasma enhancementsin the
outer radiation zone on energetic electrons and
electromagneticwaves has been examined in a preliminary study usingdata from a number of experiments on OGO-5 [Kivelsonet al., 1972]. Figure 5
showsthe ion density observedby the Lockheed
Light Ion Mass Spectrometeron an outboundpass
of OGO-5 on September 13, 1968. The measure-

a.

Plasma initially between a and b is
now on open streamlines and moves
into the afternoon quadrant. (From
Chappell [1972].)

4.

MODIFICATION

OF THE EFFECTS
SEEDING

The most extensivestudy of the region of detachedplasmain the outer magnetosphere
hasbeen
made usingthe OGO-5 LockheedIon Mass Spectrometer [Chappell, 1972]. OGO-5 carried a com-

prehensivepayloadof field and particleexperiments
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Fig. 5. Example of detached plasma density beyond the plasmapause;the diagram shows hydrogen ions measured by the Lockheed Light Ion
Mass Spectrometer plotted with respect to universal time, September 13, 1968, OGO-5 outbound. The upper scale gives L-value and radial
distance. L-values, magnetic latitude, X,,, and
local time are given for the plasmapause and the
first

enhancement.
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ments were made at magneticlatitudes near 35ø
in the local time regionbetween1400 and 1600 hr.
The plasmapauseappearsas a steep gradient in

UCLA/JPL Search Coil Magnetometerhave been
describedby Burton et al. [1972] and Chan et al.
[1972] from which Figure 6 showingELF power

the numberdensityat L = 3.7, indicatedby the versusfrequencyis reproduced.
The dashedtrace,
first arrow. The enhancedplasma density was labelledB, is the spectrummeasuredat 0200 UT,
encountered
almosthalf an hourlaterin the region within the plasmasphere.
This plasmaspheric
hiss
fromL = 5.6 to L = 8. Peakplasmadensities
fell terminated
at theplasmapause,
wherea qualitatively
off approximatelyas L-4. The raggedappearance differentspectrum,here labelledC, with substantial
of the densityenhancements
may give evidenceof power above 400 Hz was found. Burton et al.

instabilities
analogous
to those.causing
striations
in

[1972]callthisspectrum
"highlatitudehiss."Inside

barium clouds[Chappell,1973].
the detachedplasma enhancements
a spectrum
The ELF spectrafor this orbit measured
by the labelledA with peakpowerof order 10-4 y2 Hz-•
near 100 Hz, quite narrow banded in the range
50 to 150 Hz, was observed.
[0-4

Figure 7 showsELF measurements
for the same
day on an expanded time scale for the interval
during which plasma density enhancementswere
encountered.On the bottom panel the densityof
hydrogenionsis plottedversusuniversaltime, with
shadingemphasizing
thoseregionsin whichthe ion
densityexceeds4 cm-3. On the upper panel the

]0-5

spectrumchannelsfrom 10 to 999 Hz of a single
axis of the UCLA/JPL SearchCoil Magnetometer
are plotted.Shadingo.f the peaksin the 100 Hz
channelemphasizes
the highcorrelation
betweenthe

10-6

i

presence
of thermalplasmaand of ELF signalsat
100 Hz. This closecorrelationsupportsthe suggestion of Burton et al. [1972] that this low frequency

band is generatedby the cyclotronresonanceof
energeticelectronsnear the equatorand is ducted
throughenhanced
densityregionsto highlatitudes.
Measurementsof the propagationdirectionshow

X .j

that the wave vector lies within less than 30 ø of B.

IO-e

Note that at 0233 and 0256 UT, the plasma enhancements do not correlate with the 100-Hz

hiss.

Note alsothat the highlatitudehisspresentin the
467 and 999 Hz channels is anticorrelated with

IO

'1oo

'1oo9

FRE•UE•OY

Fig. 6. Power spectrafrom 1-min averagesof
measurements of the UCLA/JPL Search Coil
Magnetometeron OGO-5 for September13, 1968.
Curve B (0200 UT) was measured within the
plasmaspherewhere peaks are observednear 100
and 500 Hz. Curve C (0230 UT) was measured
in the region of low plasma density beyond
the plasmapause.This characteristic high latitude hisshas a peak just below 1000 Hz and little
power near 100 Hz. Curve A (0236 UT), measured within a density enhancement, has peak
power near 100 Hz and falls off at high frequency.
(From Chan et al. [1972].)

the densityenhancements,
even in the narrow enhancement at 0233

UT.

One possiblecauseof the absenceof 100-Hz
noise in these two enhancementsis that the signals
have leaked out because the enhancements were

too narrowto trap the radiation.In particular,the
narrowest enhancement at 0233 UT was traversed

in 20 sec.A stationaryenhancement
of lessthan
84 km thicknesswould have been traversed in this

time at the satellite velocity of 4.2 km sec-•.

Althoughthe enhancement
mightbe moving,its
velocity
should
be lessthanthatof thesatellite.
For

example,
the velocity
corresponding
to an electric
field of 1 mv m-• is 1.2 km sec-•, in the observed
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Fig.7. Correlated
ELF-hiss
andplasma
density
erdaancements
observed
byOGO-5onSeptember
13,1968.
Thebottom
panel
displays
themeasurements
oftheLockheed
LightIonMass
Spectrometer
onanexpanded
timescale.
Theupper
panels
display
thermsmagnetic
noise
measured
along
thespacecraft
x axisbytheUCLA/JPL
Search
CoilMagnetometer
atseven
frequencies
from10to999Hz.Theintervals
during
which
theplasma
density
exceeded
4 cm-ahavebeenshaded
in the 100-Hzchannelandin theion density
plotsto emphasize
thestrongcorrelation.
Thenoisein the467-and999-Hz

channels
wasat saturation
priorto 0236UT except
for a briefintervalandwasinitiallyanticorrelated
withthedensity
enhancements.

to duct
780-y magneticfield.For thisfieldstrengthand an in termsof the ability of the enhancements
the
waves,
not
all
the
properties
can.
averageion densityof 10 cm-3 in the enhancement,
The attenuationof the high latitude hiss in the
we obtaina wavelengthof 160 km at a frequency
enhancements
is notreadilyexplained.
While
of 100 Hz for a parallelpropagating
wave.While density
frequency
lieswellbelow
thewavelength
wouldbe somewhat
lessfor off-angle thelowerhybridresonance

propagation
andsomewhat
lessat thepeakof the the 467-Hz channel,and thus the 467- and 999-Hz

wavescan propagate
only within a broadconeof
wecannotescape
theconclusion
thatthewavelength directionsabout the directionof the magneticfield,
is comparable
withthethickness
of theenhancementthis limitation does not seem to us sufficient to
explainthe observedattenuation.
and henceleakageis possible.
This conclusion is consistent with the observation
Finally,wenotethatthiscloseassociation
between

enhancementwhere the densityis about 20 cm-3,

that the enhancementat 0239 UT, which is about
twice the dimension of the 0233 UT feature, contains some 100 Hz noise but much less than the

narrow band ELF noise at 100 Hz and plasma
enhancementshas been found on many orbits. In

fact, on some orbits where the ELF data have

been examinedfirst, the plasmaenhancements
were
again.On the otherhand,the 0256 UT enhance- locatedfrom .the ELF data (K. W. Chan, personal

0237 UT enhancementwhich is three times as big

ment,whichis evenwiderthanthe oneat 0239 UT,

communication, 1973).

4.2. Energetic electron observations. The posof the behaviorof the ELF signalscanbe explained sibilitythat the ELF signalsare producedby
containsno detectableELF noise.Thus, while some
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Doppler-shiftedelectroncyclotronresonancecan be
further testedby referenceto the flux of energetic
(gre•ter than 50 kev) electronsmeasuredby the
UCLA Energetic Electron Spectrometer. Before
examining the flux of these energeticelectrons,it
is well to note that the presenceof densityenhancements beyond the plasmapauseleads to resonance
conditions which can be somewhat surprising. In
Figures 8 and 9, the minimum resonant energy at
the dipole equator, labelled L, is plotted for both
protonsand electronsfor different assumedplasma
densitiesand for 00/.r•= 1/6. Beyond the plasmapause,for examplein the region 3.5 < L < 7.5,

i
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i
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i

i

,

i

i

i

i

I
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40 kev electrons
' conbe unsf(]ble
for

N>100
cm
-5

:

I• 40kev
electrons

_

1.0
cm-5•
c(]n
be
unsf(]ble
N>I0
cm
-5 for

IOOO

I0 cm40 key electrons
can be unstablefor

N>I.Ocm
-3
•

IOO

' I00
cm-5• I•

-

40 key electrons are stable to the electron resonance

for a plasmadensityof 1.0 cm-3, but if the density

IO

rises to 10 cm-a, the same 40 kev electrons can be

unstablebeyondL - 5, while a densityof 100 cm-3
is sufficient for these electrons to exceed the mini0

2

4

6

8

10

12

L

1.0
cm
-5
=

Fig. 9. Same as Figure 8 for electron cyclotron
instabilities, calculated for a wave frequency equal
to 1/6 of the equatorial electron gyrofrequency.

20kev
protons
unstableif
N>I00cm
-3

I0cm
-:t
1000

.

20
kev
protons
•'
unstable
if
-

•

•x [•>lOcm
-520kevprotons!
ß
X,
ß

I00cm-

mum resonanceenergy beyond L = 3.5. Similar
statementsapply to ring current protons: 20 kev
protons at L = 6.6 fail to meet the resonance

•

unstableif

.

criterion for densities of 10 cm -a but can be resonant

if the density is 100 cm-a.
On September 13, 1968, plasma enhancements
with densities from 10 to 30 cm -a were encountered

[•>l'Ocnf3
!

near L - 6. From Figure 9 it is apparent that
electronsof energy near 50 kev lie just above the
minimum energy required for resonancenear the

l0

-

0

equator.

'
2

4

6

8

10

12

'

L

Fig. 8. Resonantenergiesfor protoncyclotroninstabilities
at densities 1, 10, and 100 cm-a at the dipole equator

Figure 10 shows,for the same time interval, the
integraldirectionalflux of locallymirroringelectrons
of energyexceeding50 kev measuredby the UCLA
EnergeticElectron Spectrometer.Resonantenergies
for the whistler-modeinstabilityhave beenevaluated
from the cold plasma theory:

Ell = (Be/87rN)(•e/Co)[l
-- (C0/•-•e)]
3

plottedagainst
L. Wavegrowthcanoccuronlyif there where C2eis the electroncyclotronfrequency.The
existsa sufficiently
largenumberof charged
particles
with magneticfield, B, at the equatorhas been obtained

energies
above
theresonant
energy
indicated
bytheapplica-fromthelocallymeasured
magnetic
fieldby assumble curve. The curves have been calculated for a wave
frequency equal to 1/6 of the equatorial proton gyro-

ing the ratio applicablefor a dipolefield line. The

frequency.
Thiscorresponds
toa critical
anisotropy
of0.2. equatorial
plasma
density,
N, hasbeenestimated
For largeranisotropy
the instability
canoccurat a lower assumingdiffusiveequilibriumof the plasmain a
energy.
flux tube, an assumptionwhich is appropriateif
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the plasmawas detached
from the plasmasphere,whereA is the anisotropy
of the energetic
electron
whereit was in diffusiveequilibrium,by the mechanism describedpreviously.For such equilibrium,
the dependence
of densityon magneticlatitudeis
weak, so the locally measuredvalueswere used

distribution,positivefor a distributionpeaked at
90ø. Althoughthe valuesestimatedfor the anisotropy from the energeticparticlemeasurements
exceeded1/4, the valueA = 1/6 was usedin the

for equatorial
densities.
calculation
to providea conservative
estimate,
i.e.,
For the electroncyclotron
modeto be unstable, an overestimate,
of the maximumstablytrapped
the flux of electronsabovethe resonantenergymust flux. The measuredflux abovethe resonantenergy

be sufficiently
largethat wavegrowthcan exceed exceeded
the calculated
stablytrappedflux in each
loss, a criterionwhich reducesto the requirement of the intervalsduring which 100-Hz noise was
that the flux must exceedthe maximum stably present.The diagramshows
thecalculated
J* (>En)

trappedflux, J* (>ER). This flux hasbeenesti- and the observed
flux abovethe resonantenergy
matedfrom an approximation
of Kenneland Pet- for severaltimesduringthe interval.At 0233 UT,
shek [1966] as:

duringthe first isolatedspike,'the resonantenergy
was 108 kev, and the measured flux above that

J*(> ER)= [(1 -- w/f•e)/(A -- W/f•e)]
ß(3B/4•rL)10
TM
cm-2 sec-• ster-•

energywastoocloseto theestimated
stablytrapped
flux to draw clearconclusions.
In the densityen-
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Fig. 10. Hydrogenion densitymeasuredby the LockheedLight Ion MassSpectrometer and integraldirectionalflux of >50 key locally mirroringelectronsmeasuredby
the UCLA energeticelectronspectrometer
on September13, 1968. The minimum
resonantenergieshavebeendetermined
for the densitypeaksjust to the rightof the
vertical dashedlines at 0236.5, 0243, and 0256 UT, and estimatesof the theoretical

maximumstablytrappedflux and the measuredflux abovetheseenergiesis shown.

Althoughthe observedenergeticelectronssatisfythe instabilityconditions,
their
distributionhas not been visibly affected.
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hancementat 0256 UT, the resonantenergyhad
Furtherevidence
that the onsetof cyclotron
resodroppedto 17 kev and the availablemeasurementsnanceaffectsthe energeticelectronsvery little is
wereinsufficient
to providean explanation
for the obtainedfrom an examination
of the pitch-angle
absenceof noise.
distributionof the particlesbefore and after the
Note that althoughthe energeticelectronswhose plasmaenhancement
was encountered
at 0236 UT.
flux is shownare unstableto whistlerturbulence, Figure 11 showspitch-angle
distributions
measured
they have not been significantlyaffected.No holes half a minute before and half a minute after the

in theirdistribution
developin the plasmaenhance- plasmaenhancement
wasencountered.
Thetoptrace
mentsas a resultof the precipitation
of a large displays
the integralflux of electrons
of energy>
fractionof the resonantelectrons.A comparison 50 kev plottedversuspitch angle.Note that the
of time scalesfor spatialdrift and for pitch-angle flux peakedat 90ø as requiredfor unstablewave
diffusionmakesit clearthat holescannotdevelop. growth.In the lowertraces,the pitch-angle
distriPlasmaenhancements
extendfor 1 to 2 R• at the bution of differentialflux at selectedenergiesis
equator.Gradientdrift causeselectrons
of 50 kev displayed.Flux measurements
outsidethe plasma
to traverse1 R• in lessthan12 minfor L between aremarkedX, andmeasurements
insidetheplasma
5 and 10. Pitch-anglediffusionlifetimescan be cal-

are marked as dots, but have been shifted 3 ø to

culatedfor the observed
ELF powerandare found
to exceedone hr. Therefore,the plasmaenhancementaffectsthe electronflux verylittle. This argument is furthersupported
by the observation
that
the energydensityin the whistlerwavesis lessthan
1% of the particleenergydensity.

the left to increasevisibility.Experimentaluncertaintyis indicatedby the separation
of a pair of X's
or of dots near 90ø, and within this uncertainty
thereis no difference
in the pitch-angle
distributions
or the energyspectrainside and outsideof the
densityenhancements.
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••

480key

i

PifchAngle
Fig. 11.

Integral

(top panel),

directional

flux

of

and
ener-

getetic electrons versus pitch angle,
September 13, 1968. The measurements outside the plasma enhancement (0235.5 UT) are plotted as x,
while those inside (0236.5 UT) are
plotted as •, and these points have
been

shifted

3ø

towards

200 Hz the electricfield from this experimentcorrelated closelyin intensitywith the plasma density
enhancements.The data of this experiment are
shownin the centralportion of Figure 12 with the
plasma density shown below and the search coil
amplitude above. The electric fields are measured
every 9 sec over a narrow range of frequencies
(-+20 Hz) about 200 Hz. The ratio of the electric

200
' ,4•00,
10
200
6•'0 , •00
differential

4.3. ELF electric fluctuations. The electron
plasma frequency emission is sometimesdetected
in this region by the TRW Electric Field Experiment and in thesecasesconfirmsthe plasmadensity
reportedby the Light Ion Mass Spectrometer.
Low
frequency electric fields are also measured, and at

smaller

angles for greater clarity. Experimental uncertainty can be estimated
from the spread in a pair of dots or

to the magneticfield at 200 Hz was highly variable
and the questionof whether, in some regions,the
fields are componentsof whistlersis being investigated. In other regionsthe electricfield may represent purely electrostaticwaves associatedwith the
lower hybrid resonancefrequencywhich increased
and decreased,crossingthroughthe pass band of
the 200-Hz channel as the density enhancements
were

traversed.

4.4.

ULF magnetic fluctuations.

For five orbits

crosses,which are measuredby a pair

on which plasma enhancementswere present outside the plasmapause,the magneticfield measured
by the UCLA Fluxgate Magnetometer has been

of back-to-back

examined

detectors

pitch angle.

at the same

for evidence

of ULF

waves.

The

waves

would have been identified if their peak-to-peak
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Fig. 12. Electricfieldamplitude
of the200-Hzchannel
of theTRW ElectricField
Experiment
on OGO-5is shown
in thesecond
panelfromthebottom.
Otherpanels
repeatdataof Figure7 for comparison.

and the wave is left-handcircularly
amplitude
exceeded
2y andhadperiodsof 0.5 sec transverse,
to 1 min. A rangeof periodsbetween2 and 4 sec
is obscuredby the presenceof boom vibrations.
ULF waveswere observedon only two of the five
orbits,and were presentintermittently
for a total
of 12 min mostfrequentlywith a periodof about
20 sec.Figure13 showsexamples
of theULF waves
observed
on the outbound
passof August10, 1968,
for which the thermal ion densityis shownat the
bottom.The densityenhancement
peakedbetween
L = 7 and L = 8.5, near 1900 LT. At the top o.f

polarized.
Forproton
cyclotron
resonance,
theesti-

mated resonantenergyof a proton at the equator
is about50 kev, but no measurements
are available
to indicatewhat fluxesof protonsof this energy
were present.

On the top of the figureto the left, an example
of an irregular
burstof approximately
5-secperiod
at L = 7.7 is shown.The diagramis 70 sec across

andthearrowsareseparated
by 5 sec.Theperturbation, againin the field-aligned
coordinate
system,

the diagramon the fight an exampleof the 20-sec is transversebut almostlinearly polarized.
4.5. Summary. This introductory
examination
waves is shown. This wave was observedat L = 8.3
observed
in andnearnaturally
occurand at 1913 LT. The diagramis 2 min acrossand of phenomena
raisesmanyquestions
the arrowsare separated
by 19 sec.The coordinate ring plasmaenhancements

system
is field-aligned,
with the z axisalongthe that shouldbe examinedfurther. For example,does
predictthe minimum
average
magnetic
field.Theperturbations
arepurely coldplasmatheorycorrectly
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Fig.13. Hydrogen
iondensity
measured
onOGO-5
onAugust
10,1968
isplotted
inthelower
portion
ofthis
diagram.
Theupper

panels
show
examples
oftheapproximately
20-sec
period
waves
(right-hand
side)
and
theapproximately
5-sec
irregular
bursts
observed
onthispass.
Both
upper
panels
areplotted
ina field-aligned
coordinate
system
inwhich
theaverage
fielddirection
isz.
flux of energeticparticleswhich must be exceeded of the ELF electric noise observed?What are the
for ELF wavegrowth?Doesit correctly
predict conditionsnecessaryfor the formationof thesede-

the requiredpitch-an•leanisotropy?
What is the tachedplasmaregions
andwhatis theirrelationship
criticalsizefor ELF waveducting?
Why are ULF to substorms?
Is there an identifiable
instability
wavesonly occasionally
present?
What is the nature whichproduces
striations
withinthe coldplasma?

MAGNETOSPHERIC

We feel many of thesequestions
can be answered
by examiningdata we have alreadyin our data
libraries,and we hopeto do so in futurestudies.
5.

CONCLUSION

Activeexperiments
will continueto contributein
importantwaysto our understanding
of the magnetosphere.
While the decadeof the 1960's was
dominatedby passiveexperiments,
the most sig-
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nique for seeding substorms?, J. Geophys. Res., 75,
4890-4892.

Brice, N. (1971a), Space weather modification (abstract),
EOS Trans. AG U, 52, 330.

Brice, N. (1971b), Harnessing the energy in the radiation
belts, J. Geophys. Res., 76, 4698-4701.
Brice, N.M.
(1972), Magnetospheres (abstract), EOS
Trans. A G U, 53, 1106.

Burton, R. K., R. E. Holzer, and E. J. Smith (1972), ELF
hiss in the magnetosphere (abstract), EOS Trans. AGU,
53, 490.

nificant contributionsin the 1970's may result from

Cartwright, D. G., and P. J. Kellogg (1970), Observations
an increased
emphasis
on activeexperiments.
Studies of plasma waves from the electron echo experiment (abstract), EOS Trans. AGU, 51, 805.
presentlyunderwayfor utilizationof the Space Chan.
K. W., R. E. Holzer, and R. K. Burton (19'72), ELF
Shuttle indicate that the trend toward active experihiss associated with detached ion density enhancements
mentationmay continuewell into the 1980's.The
(abstract), EOS Trans. A G U, 53, 1094.
injectionof lightion plasmaintothe outerradiation Chappell, C. R. (1972), Recent satellite measurementsof
the morphology and dynamics of the plasmasphere,Rev.
zone is one of the most promising of presently
Geophys. Space Phys., 10, 951-979.
proposed
experiments.
However,manyof thephys- Chappell,
C. R. (1973), Morphology of detached cold
ical phenomenaof interestin a plasma-seeding plasma regions in the magnetosphere, paper presented at
experimentcan be studiedin naturallyoccurring Chapman Memorial Symposium on MagnetosphericMoregionsof enhanced
plasmadensity.Theseregions tions, American Geophysical Union, Boulder, Colo., June

shouldbe probedextensively
sothat their properties 1973.
Chappell, C. R., K. K. Harris, and G. W. Sharp (1971).
are fully understood.
The emphasis
in planningartiThe dayside of the plasmasphere,J. Geophys. Res., 76,
ficial plasma-seeding
experimentsshouldthen be
7632-7647

placedon investigating
thoseproblemsfor which
active experimentationis the unique available

Cornwall, J. M. (1972), Precipitation of auroral and ringcurrent particles by artificial plasma injection, Rev.
Geophys. Space Phys., 10, 993-1002.
approach.
Cornwall, J. M., and M. Schulz (1973), Theoretical aspects
of artificial plasma injection, Aerospace Rep. ATR-73
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